
 

‘ONE WINTER WEEKEND’ 
Synopsis 

 

Cara Huntley (Taylor Cole) is somewhat torn between her job as a relationship columnist at a 
women’s magazine and going to grad school where she knows she will learn to be a real writer.  
She agrees to a girl’s snowboarding weekend with her friend Megan (Rukiya Bernard) after seeing 
the guy she’s been dating kissing another woman.  Completely sworn off dating now, Cara is also 
given an assignment to work on while on the slopes and is encouraged by her editor to use her 
own experiences in the article. 
 
The girls arrive at their chalet to find it occupied by two guys; a doctor named Sean (Dewshane 
Williams) and his pal Ben (Jack Turner) who, like Cara, is lying low on the dating front.  After 
learning they are all stuck there together when there are no more accommodations available, 
Ben and Cara rub each other the wrong way from the start.  As the weekend progresses and Cara 
and Ben begin warming up to one another, an undeniable spark grows between them, slowly at 
first.  Even though neither will admit to it, each enjoys the other’s company. 
 
On the final night of the weekend, Ben musters up his courage and asks Cara to join him at a 
charity auction he is attending, and she agrees.  What she doesn’t know is that Ben is the CEO 
of a highly successful, publicly-traded snowboard company, whose recent break-up with an 
Olympic hopeful made unpleasant headlines for him.  As the evening progresses, however, both 
Cara and Ben start to rethink their commitment to not dating, as it becomes clearer to each of 
them that the other is the person they might really belong with. 
 
However, when Cara learns from her editor about Ben’s recent public breakup, and Ben finds out 

that Cara writes about relationships in a women’s magazine, each is thrown for an emotional loop 
and, fearing that he might be the subject of Cara’s next column, Ben bolts.  However, after 
returning home, Cara receives a surprise note requesting her to meet Ben at a place they had 
talked about while up in the mountains and there, the two clear the air about what happened 
that last night.  Each having learned a big lesson about trust, they make a fresh start, beginning 
with the kiss for which each has been waiting far too long. 
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